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WIDEBAND, NONCOHERENT, FREQUENCY-HOPPED WAVEFORMS AND THEIR,
HYBRIDS IN LOW-PROBABILITY-OF-INTERCEPT COMMUNICATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Spread-spectrum communications techniques are widely used in interference- and !
intercept-resistant communications. This report describes the role of noncoherent frequency.

t hopped waveforms and their hybrids ,in low-probability.of-intercept wideband spread-

spectrum systems. "'A, large 'family of continuous-wave and pulsed waveform structures is
considered, and the relative contribution of each to covertness is analyzed In terms of
scenario-independent detectability quality factors for optimum or near-optimum detector
models. A parametric analysis is performed in terms of these quality factors, to deter-
mine the effects on detectability of such waveform parameters as frequency-hop rate, duty
cycle, pseudonoise hop' bandwidth spreading, and modulation efficiency. The family of
waveforms and modulation schemes considered here is not exhaustive, but the analytical
techniques can be extended without difficulty to a virtually unlimited number of other
candidates.

This report is divided into three main sections, The first describes basic frequency.
hopped waveform structures, frequency-hopped orthogonal high-order M-ary modulations,
and signal processing techniques, with their associated losses. The losses are extremely
important because covertness depends ultimately on modulation efficiency. Noncoherent
combining losses and losses due to relative transmit and receive frequency offsets (doppler
shifting and local oscillator drift) are key considerations in the design of a noncoherent
frequency-hopped modulation scheme. To assess their full impact on efficiency, one must
clearly understand the underlying phenomena. Cost and complexity must also be con-
siderations in the design of a frequency-hopped modulation. Although not discussed spe-
cifically in these terms, the signal processing considerations presented should provide in-
sight into this area.

The second section describes theoretically optimum and near-optimum Intercept
receivers, the detectubility ocenario, and, finally, the development of scenario-independent
detectability quality factors.

The last section presents a parametric analysis for a large family of frequency-hopped
waveforms in terms of detectability quality factors. The result is a small subset of
frequency-hopped waveforms optimized for covertness. Final waveform selection depends
on such constraints as cost, complexity, jam resistance, and synchronization, which are
treated only qualitatively here.

I. FREQUENCY-HOPPED MODULATIONS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

Before techniques for quantifying the effects of modulation on system covertness
(the modulation quality factor) are discussed, it is useful to review he basic concept of

Manuscript submitted June H, 1976,
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spread-spectrum communication signals and to describe some of the covert waveforms and
demodulation techniques available to the system designer. The purpose of any covert
spread-spectrum modulation is to distribute signal energy in frequency, so a to force an
unauthorized listener to observe a much wider bandwidth than actually required for com-
munication. An authorized receiver knows the manner in which the energy was distributed
and therefore need not blindly search the entire spread spectrum.

Two fundamental techniques for bandwidth spreading are (a) direct-sequence pseudo-
noise modulation (DS) and (b) frequency hopping. Of the two, DS is less vulnerable to
detection. It could be generated, for example, by phase modulation of an RF carrier with
a high-bit-rate, pseudorandom sequence; this results in an effective bandwidth approximately
equal to the sequence bit rate. The technique while devoid of any unique characteristics
that would make it more detectable by means other than an energy detector, has the dis-
advantage of requiring large coherent bandwidths in the propagation medium and phase
tracking at the receiver if extremely wide bandwidths are used. This imposes a severe
hardware constraint on the receiver.

The second technique, frequency hopping, entails switching, or hopping the RF car.
rier to a different frequency at regular intervals, determined by the frequency-hopping
rate. This technique can achieve extremely wide bandwidths and can be efficiently de. 4"

tected at the receiver without the need for phase coherence across the full spread band.
width; it thus requires simpler hardware. However, unlike direct-sequence spreading,
frequency hopping generally can be detected by exploiting individual hop characteristics.
Actual hop detection techniques, and their relation to covertness will be discussed later.

Frequency-Hopped Waveforms

The following symbols are used throughout this section:

Ws i total spread-spectrum bandwidth,

Wp =bandwidth occupied by a single hop,

t0  dwell time of a single hop,

N = total number of frequency cells to which carrier can be switched (N = Ws/W ),

tm = message duration,

fH u rate at which carrier is switched or hopped,
M= total number of hops per message (M tm fH).

Pure Frequency Hopping (FHf)

Frequency-hopped waveforms are most easily described in terms of time-frequency
diagrams. Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 1 for pure frequency hopping. In this scheme
the carrier is switched, or hopped, to a new frequency occupying a new bandwidth cell of
width Wo every 1/ft, s. No effort is made to expand the bandwidth of the hop pulse Wr
beyond its intrinsic value of approximately 1/tp, or to reduce the pulse duration tp to
anything less than 1/fq.

2
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Is Pulsed Transmlsslon
The time-frequency diagram for a pulsed transmission is identical to that of the purefrequency hop waveform (Fig. 1) except that hop pulsewidth tp is less thun l/fy. Carrier

duty cycle a is defined as follows:

tpO = =tpfut =mtp/t m ,

I, Pulsed transmission transmits more carrier power for a shorter period of time than pure
frequency hopping. In both cases, however, average carrier power transmitted remains the
same. Pulsed transmission also expands the pulse bandwidth to 1/tp, rather than fH as in
the pure frequency hop case.

Frequency Uop/Pseudonoise

For this FH/PN schme, the time-frequency diagram is again identical to that for
pure frequency hopping, except that hop bandwidth Wp is increased beyond its intrinsic
value of approximately 1/tp. This is accomplished by phase modulating the hop carrier
by a pseudo-random (PN) binary stream at a rate greater than fH. The effective band-
width of the hop is then approximately equal to the clock rate of the PN stream.

One can easily envision a combination of pulsed transmrision and PN spreading; the
effects of such combinations are discussed later.

Frequency Hopping With Binary and Higher Order Orthogonal Modulations

Orthogonal M.ary Modulation

Orthogonal M.ary modulation is a technique in which one of M possible symbols is
transmitted, each representing one of the possible combinations of log 2 M binary data bits.

', !IrK L
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The simplest example of this type of modulation is binary, or "2-ay," frequency shift
keying (FSK). Here the carrier frequency is shifted to one of two frequencies, depending
on whether the data bit to be transmitted is a binary 1 or 0. If this were extended to
8-ary FSK, the carrier frequency would be shifted to one of 23, or 8, frequencies, cor-
responding to the binary state of the three data bits to be transmitted. Curves for M-ary
modulation schemes are well known and yield the required ratio of bit energy to noise
density, RbIN O for a given probability of bit error in a Gaussian communications channel.

The advantage of higher order M-ary modulation is that it reduces the EbIN O required
to achieve a given bit error probability. The probability of a symbol error P is given as
follows [11:

i-2

Es
N0  the ratio of energy per symbol to noise density.

The corresponding probability of bit error Is

2 b ( lo 2M)' lP M

2 1og 2 M _ 1 = 2(M-1) '

Thus the required Rb/No for a specified Pb can be determined, because

Fb EsINO
N0  102=

Curves showing the effective required Eb/NO for a given probability of bit error are
shown in Fig. 2 for various values of M. The improvement in Eb/NO decreases as M be-
comes larger and approaches a limit of b/N 0 - -1.6 dB as M goes to infinity. Improve-
ment is gained very slowly beyond M = 64. M-ary modulations can be made .& both time
and frequency. Several of these techniques, combined with frequency hopping, will now
be discussed.

Frequency-Hopped M-ary Frequency Shift Key

Figure 3 shows a time-frequency diagram of an M-ary FSK-modulated frequency-
hopped waveform. In its simplest form, the transmitted carrier frequency is shifted to
one of M relative frequencies, each at fixed offsets from the carrier and each representing
one of the M states of log 2 M data bits. Thus the signal energy can occupy one of M
possible positions (bandwidth cells) about the actual transmitted carrier frequency, form-
ing an M-ary FSK symbol. Without frequency hopping, the carrier woi+1 be shifted to
one of the M possible positions, and the transmitter would remain at this frequency for
the duration of log 2 M data bits or log 2 MIrD s, where rD is the data rate. With frequency
hopping, the carrier frequency is hopped at intervals of 1/fl, s. In essence this hops the

4
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One could, of course, envision more sophisticated schemes, for which each of the M
possible transmitted frequencies would be pseudorandomly selected. That is, during each
hop interval a different set of M pseudorandom frequencies (not contiguous or related as
before) would be selected to form the M.ary symbol, This would require a more complex
receiver but could have considerable advantages over certain jamming threats. Pulsed trans-
mission and PN hop bandwidth spreading could be used with this type of modulation.

Frequency-Hopped M-ary Time Shift Key

V'Igure 4 shows a time-frequency diagram of an M-ary time shift key (TSK) modulated,
frequency-hopped waveform. This is equivalent to pulse.position modulation with super-
imposed frequency hopping. In the scheme depicted in Fig. 4A an M-ary symbol is made
up of M time slots, each representing one of the M possible states of the log 2 M data bits.
The duration of each time slot is equal to the duration of log 2 M data bits divided by M,
the number of slots required. The frequency-hopped carrier is transmitted only during
the time slot representing the state of the log2 M data bits. The number of hops trans-
mitted during the time slot is equal to hopping rate fH multiplied by slot duration
log 2 M/MrD. Transmitter duty cycle a is equal to 1/M.

Figure 4B depicts another M-ary TSK modulation technique. In this case the
frequency-hopped carrier is divided into N groups of M hops. Each group represents a

6
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Fig. 4-M-ary TSK frequency hopping-A and B

redundant TSK symbol, and the carrier is transmitted during time interval I/ 11 corre-
sponding to the state of the 1og 2 M data bits it represents. This symbol Is then repeated
N =( log102 MIMrD) times during the symbol period. Duty cycle a is again equal to 11M.

Ordinarily, some form of pseudorandom time hopping would be uswed to avoid vul-
nerability to a time-gated receiver. Pulsed transmilssion (reduction in a) and PN spreading
can also be applied to this modulation scheme.

Frequency-Hopped M-ary Code Shift Key

A frequency-hopped M-ary code shift key (CSK) waveform is Identical in form to
pure frequency hopping with pseudonoise hop spreading added. However, one of M fixed
codes Is added to the hop spreading PN to represent the state of the log2 M data bits. rhe
receiver must determine (through correlation) which code was transmitted, Pulsed trans-
mission also can be used with this modulation scheme.

7
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Siga Proessin Tech*ues and P icesing Losses

A frequency-hopped transmission is in essence a transmitted series of pulses, and the,-
detection of such a waveform is analogous to pulse train detection in radar %.ory [2].
T results of radar analysis can therefore be applied to the detection of frequency-t
hopped waveforms.

A transmitted frequency-hopped waveform can be represented u

i = 0,1, 2, etc., represents the frequency-hop interval

woi = carrier frequency transmitted during hop interval i

unknown initial phase of the carrier frequency wi

A = carler amplitude.

Received signal SR(t) is transmitted signal s(t) corrupted by white Gaussian noise n (t). It
is reptumted as

S (t) *(t) + n(t).

In the following discussion it is assumed that transmitter and receiver are synchronized in
time so that the frequency-hop synthesizer in the receiver will select the carrier Wi at the
appropriate time. To demoistrate the techniques, hop detection will be treated in the
same way as the detection of multiple pulses in radar theory. Actual demodulation of
hequency-hopped waveforms incorporates the accumulation of multiple hops, such that

:. the total energy in a transmitted data bit or M-ary symbol may be recovered. Once this

energy is accumulated a decision is made as to which data bit or symbol was actually
trnumitted. These decision circuits will not be discussed explicitly; they are merely In-
dicaed by the label "Decision" in the receiver diagrams that follow.

Coherent Multiple-Hop Detection, Known Initial Phase

A cohment frequency-hopped waveform is one in which the carrier phase remains
continuous whe the frequency Is changed. (The discussion in this section applies equally
well to a waveform in which the phase is known, but not necessarily continuous, after
the carrier is switched.) A typical receiver for optimum detection of such a waveform
when the starting phase of the first hop is known is shown in Fig. 5. In this case, 01 0,
componding to coherent hopping and known phase. !4"

The tequency-hop synthesizer produces an exact replica of the transmitted signal
s(t), including phase. This is multiplied by incoming signal SR(t) and integrated over the
desred number of hops k (again, the desired number of hops depends on the modulation
scheme). The integrator output is then sampled _t its maximum value Ak/2fH, which
occurs at time k/fH, and this value is sent to the decision circuit.

I II ' i. .. I 1 - .. .I 1 ... ..' '1 .. .. .. .I ' l... .. ... ... ... i -i.. .. ... ... I ' ... ....
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Fig, 5-Coherent frequency-hop detection when nitial phais I known

The multiplier and integrator form a filter matched to the transmitted waveform
containing k hops. This is sometimes referred to as a coherent matched filter, indicating
that the phase of the signal is known exactly. In reality, the initial signal phase is not
likely to be known. In addition, rather severe hardware constraints would be involved in
implementing a coherently hopped waveform.

Coherent Multiple-Hop Detection, Unknown Initial Phase

An example of a receiver for optimum detection of a coherently hopped waveform
when the initial phase is unknown as shown in Fig. 6. Now, 01 - 01 w OF, which cor-
responds to a constant but unknown phase offset of the initial hop (and hence every hop).

In this case received signal SR (t) is simultaneously dehopped and-split into in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) components through multiplication by the respective outputs of

the frequency-hop synthesizer, The maximum output of the integrator in the I channel
is given by

Ak

1(t) b - cos O

-knd in the Q channol by

~Ab
Q(t) A sinO.

The output of each integrator is, therefore, exactly the same as when the initial phase is
known, except that it is now reduced by the cosine and sine of the phase offsets, respec.
tively. The reduction in output due to this phase offset can be resolved by forming the

J square root of the sum of the squares of the outputs of each channel. This yields a
maximum output at time k/fH of

9
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Fig, 6-Coherent frequency-hop detection when Initial phase Is not known
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which is identical to that of the known phase receiver.

The process of forming the square root of the sum of the squares is known as en-
velope detection, so called because it need not use the absolute phase of the transmitted
signal to recover the transmitted energy. Instead, it forms the envelope of the signal,
which is independent of Initial phase. Because phase Information is not used, one would
expect the envelope detector to be inferior in performance to the coherent detector, and

indeed this is the case. The reason is that the envelope detector processes both in-phase
and quadrature components of the incoming signal, and therefore processes noise that is
both In phase and in quadrature with the signal. The known-phase coherent detector
processes only the in-phase signal component and thus only In-phase noise. Generally,
for a narrowband Gaussian process, the in-phase and quadrature noise components are
Independent. This reduces the likelihood that the two will be large simultaneously with
respect to a large carrier amplitude A. As would be expected, for a large transmitted
carrier power the performance of the envelope detector is very close to that of the co-
herent detector. However, when A is small the 'received signal must compete with both
components of noise, and the performance of the envelope detector falls below that of
the coherent detector.

10
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The multiplier and integrator in each receiver channel of Fig. 6 form filters that are
matched to the in-phase and quadrature components of the incoming waveform containing
fk hops, except that the relative phase offset is unknown. It is important to note that
this detector will resolve an initial phase offset only, and not a continuously varying phase
offset, as would be encountered if the frequency-hop synthesizer were slightly off frequency
or if the incoming signal had a doppler offset. These cases are discussed, later.

Noncoherent Multiple-Hop Detection

A noncoherently hopped waveform is one in which the carrier phase is not contin-
uous as the frequency is changed. In other words, the initial phase 01 of each hop is a
random variable. A typical receiver for near-optimum detection of such a waveform is

;'shown in Fig. 7. A comparison with Fig. 6 (the receiver for a waveform of k coherent
hops with unknown initial phase) indicates that now each of the h hops is detected indi-
vidually in the same manner (envelope detection) as the entire coherent waveform was

,., processed previously, After each hop output So(t) is sampled and accumulated in the
video or post.detection integrator. Finally, after h hops have been accumulated, the out-
put of the video integrator is sampled and fed to the demodulator. This process is gen-
erally known as noncoherent combining and post-detection or video integration.

Noncoherent Combining Loss
The detection of k coherent hops with the receiver in Fig. 6 yields exactly the same

output as would be expected if all the carrier power were transmitted at one frequency
for time interval W/fH , There is no loss in output when coherent frequency hopping is
used. However, when k hops (either coherent or noncoherent) are processed with the
receiver in Fig. 7, that is, when each hop is noncoherently (envelope) detected and then
combined (video integrated), there is a net loss relative to f coherently processed hops.
The source of this degradation will now be examined.

Recall that for small carrier amplitudes envelope detector performance is poorer than
that of the coherent detector because the former must process noise that is both in phase
and in quadrature with the signal. The in-phase and quadrature noise samples may be
considered zero-mean, independent, Gaussian random variables. Let the in-phase and
quadrature noise samples be represented by N1 and NQ, respectively. If the standard
deviation of these random variables is much less than carrier amplitude A, then, intuitively,
both noise samples would not be large simultaneously with respect to A. For white Gauss.
inn noise of power spectral density No the standard deviations of N1 and NQ are

where B is the noise bandwidth of interest. The matched filter integrators in the receivers
of Figs. 5, 6, and 7, often referred to as "integrate and dump" filters, have an effective
noise bandwidth approximated by the reciprocal of integration time t. That is,

B lit.

S; 11
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The standard deviation of the noise samples is then inversely proportional to the Integra.
tion time. Shorter. integration times result in larger standard deviations, and thus ingrease.
the probability that both noise samples will be large relative to carrier amplitude A. hs
provides Intuitive insight into why the noncoherent processing of k hop isjnferior to
coherent processing, or equivalently inferior to the processing of one pulse of the same
duration as all k pulses., In the last two cases matched filter integrator duration,,t is equal
to k/fHt and the corresponding noise bandwidth B is

i i ,! : ,B o w 1 1 t = f l k ,B

whereas in the noncoherent combining case,

B lt= fH.

The standard deviation of the noise samples in the coherent combining case is approxi-
mately V smaller than in the noncoherent case. It wopld therefore be expected that for
the latter the likelihood of both noise sam[rles being large simultaneously is much greater,
and therefore the output per hop will be niuch less.,

Another way of expressing NCL is to 'consider the decision output when the energy1
that would normally be transmitted in one noncoherently processed hop is divided into h
shorter hops transmitted over the same time interval, each of which is noncoherently de-

tected. These losses have been computed for a square-law envelope detector and are
presented in Fig. 8, There are a number of curves showing various values of SIN, the 1.
post.detection signal-to-noise ratio, required for given probabilities of error and particular
modulation schemes. (Bernstein [31 has shown the applicability of these noncoherent
combining curves to M-ary modulation applications.) If one pulse were transmitted and
noncoherently processed, it would yield a particular value of post-detection S/N at the
receiver output. However, if this pulse is brokqn into k smaller pulses that are nonco-

herently detected and combined, then the video integrator output after k pulses will be
less than the one-pulse S/N by the amount indicated on the vertical axis for k pulses.
This is the noncoherent combining loss.

As would be expected from the previous discussion, the losses are larger for smaller
values of single-pule SIN (smaller carrier amplitude A). For large k, all curves have a
slope approximately equal to V 4

The foregoing discussion of noncoherent combining losses is anything but rigorous.
Its main purpose is to provide some intuitive feel for the source of these losses, not to
present a formal derivation in which the physical rationale is obscured. For the sake of
clarity the suppression effects that occur in the envelope detector (suppression of signal
by noise for small signal-to-noise ratios) have not been discussed analytically; these effects
degrade performance and actually result in a thresholding effect. It has been shown [41
that above threshold,

out
Nout Nin Nin

and below threshold,

13
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where SoutlNout is the output signal-to.noise ratio, 6 1TIn ,, is the input signal-to-noise
ratio, and ,and k2 are constants of order unity.

Frequency Offiet Losses

In the noncoherent detection techniques discussed to far, the frequency-hop synthe-
sizer was assumed to be at exactly the same frequency as the received hop. Because of
relative transmitter and receiver oscillator instabilities and dopplcr shifting of the received
frequency-hop synthesizer will 'cause a loss LD in the matched filter integrator output.

This loss is given by

!' ': !}ii'(,,iain ,,L AftlJ

where t is integration time, A plot of LD as a function of Aft is shown in Fig. 9.

This relative frequency offset causes a continuously varying phase difference between
the received carrier frequency and the receiver.generated frequency. The resultant output
is as though the two frequencies were identical but changed in relative phase throughout
the multiplication and integration period. Relative phase change 60 as a function of
time is

AO = 7raft,.

Consider two sinusoids with no initial phase offset, If A0 is equal to 27r rad at the end
of integration time t, the input to the integrator from 0 to t/2 will be the negative of the
input from t/2 to t. The contributions to the integral from the first and second half of
the integration time will cancel, and the resultant output will be zero. To prevent serious
degradation, the total phase change during integration must be substantially less than r
radians, This in turn requires Aft to be small. In the presence of large doppler offsets
or long integration periods, some form of carrier tracking or doppler compensation must
be used.

Doppler Compensation

A common technique for reducing frequency offset losses warrants discussion at this
time. Consider the noncoherent receiver of Fig. 7. A frequency hop with a doppler
offset Af relative to the synthesizer hop frequency will incur a loss LD at the integrator
output. The loss is given by

LD sin rAt(1 IfH)]i
LD LIrAf(llfH)J
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Instead of being integrated over the entire hop dwell time 1/fH and sampled at a zate
equal to fH, the individual hop could be divided into J subintervals by integrating over a
period of i/Jf and sampling at rate Jf&H The doppler loss per subinterval is then

[in Aft(/Jf )12
-L',,ft(IDJfH) J '

which can be substantially less than the previous loss, depending on the value of J. The
video integrator must now integrate J pulses during interval 1 /fHf, instead of only one as
before. This results in a noncoherent combining loss L1, dependent on J and the post-
detection signal-to-noise ratio required. In the limiting case,

Li  ,

and if

and IfI ljrain irffAf(1/JMU)" sin 7rflf~ (1

JL 9f(lM fH) J L A#MIPH) J

then there will be a net reduction in the overall loss. A little thought (and an examina-
tion of Fig. 8) will show that this can esully result in a net reduction in doppler loss of
several decibels.

This technique is analogous to widening the IF (matched filter) bandwidth (because
the integrator bandwidth is inversely proportional to the integration time) to allow the
frequency-shifted input signal energy to reach the detector circuitry (in this cae an en-
velope detector). Even though all the signal energy reaches the detector, so does more
noise. This results in degradation in S/N out of the envelope detector, reflected in the
higher noncoherent combining losses during video integration. Noise bandwidth B of the
video integrator is still

B fH,

which is the same as that of the original filter matched to hop Interval 1/fH. However,
due to the envelope detection process and the effectively widened IF bandwidth, the

final S/N power ratio is degraded.

Frequency Hop/Pseudonoise Demodulation

The FH/PN waveform is generally implemented by biphase modulation of the hop
'F carrier with o, pseudonoise sequence. This is accomplished by pseudo-randomly multiplying

the carrier by plus or minus one at a rapid rate. The PN can be removed at the receiver
by multiplying the dehopped carrier by a replica of the transmitted PN sequence, assuming
that the transmitter and receiver are synchronized In time. Once this is accomplished, the
detection process is exactly as previously described. A circuit performing this function is
illustrated in Fig. 10 for a noncoherent FH/PN waveform.

, ,, ,17
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Fig. 11 -Noncoherent frequmncy-hop/pseudonoim digital demoduklton
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The digital correlator circuitry is applicable to the demodulation of M.ary CSK, be.
cause with M correlator pairs (in.phase and quadrature) the received hop with the PN plus
code can be correlated against all M possible PN plus code sequences and detected in par-
allel, The demodulator can then choose the largest of the M outputs to determine the 4
actual transmitted code. A block diagram of such a receiver is in Fig. 12, where S1 (t) and
SR (t) represent, the dehopped in-phase and quadrature carrier components and PN repre.
sent. the output of the PN generator in the receiver,

I1. FREQUENCY-HOPPED AND HYBRID WAVEFORM QUALITY FACTORS

Optimum Intercept Detectors for Spread-Spectrum Signals

Energy Detector

The likelihood ratio [5] derivation of an optimum detector for a spread-spectrum
signal, when this signal is represented as samples of Gaussian noise, has been performed

by Peterson et al. [6]. A block diagram of this detector, often referred to as a wideband
radiometer or energy detector, is shown in Fig. 13. The receiver consists of a filter of
bandwidth W, a square law (sometimes linear law) detector, and a postdetection integrator.

When there is a signal plus noise at the input to the receiver, the output Y has a nun.
central chi-square density function with 2 tW degrees of freedom and a noncentrality

i!. I.'CODE #1 coRRELATOR CHANNEL

, / DIGITAL {COR RELATOR

PP

-:! ii CODE # GENERAIDE O R

INTEGRATOR

II
19

Fig, 12-Noncoherent frequency-hop M-ary code shift key demodulation
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IW NOISE BANDWIDTH 09ECTOR INTIATORI ... ( ) ' t Y

Fig, 13-Simple energy detector

parameter of 2 E/N0 (twice the ratio of integrated signal energy to input noise power
spectral density). With noise only present at the input, the output Y has a chi-square
density function with 2 tW degrees of freedom. When the output Y is compared to a
fixed threshold Q, the exact probabilities of detection PD,* and false alarm PpAt can be
calculated from these density functions. The general approach is to determine the allow-
able false alarm probability and then find the Inverse chi-square distribution function.
This becomes the threshold, For this threshold value, PD can be determined as a function
of the post-detection signal-to-noise ratio. Another way of looking, at the receiver per-
formance is to determine the PD and PFA for a given post-detection signal-to-noise ratio.
This is perhaps a more interesting approach, because reducing the listener's post-detectionii" isignal-to-noise ratio forces him to accept a less favorable PD and PP A. It should be pointed

out that the chi-square density functiona that describe the behavior of the statistic Y also
describe the output of the- hop detector of Fig. 7 if the square root of the sum of the
squares of the I and Q channels is not taken. (That these statistics are chi-square can be
verified in Refs. 2 and 7.) These density functions are quite complicated, and their inte.
grals do not exist in closed form. They must be numerically evaluated. For large time.
bandwidth products (tW ; 100), the density functions can be approximated by Gaussian
statistics. In this case, assume that the output statistics are Gaussian density functions
with mean and variance equal to the mean and variance of the chi-square density func-
tions, Then

1 -(x-M j)2/2uk i
-= 1 e '-N d'

AN =2tW
k a= 4tW and

R = the threshold.

P = e"(X-' N)2/"2u+N dx

V as

where

*The probability that Y will exceed the threshold when the signal is present,
tThe probability that Y will exceed the threshold when noise only Is present at the Input.
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AS+N = 2 AV + 2E/IN0
aj+N = 4 tW +8 EN 0 .

After a change of variables the equations can be written as

PFA 1

UN

and

PD e-2/ dz.

if

Q (Z) F~r f e-J2 / dt,

4 we have

PFA Q NIN

PD QI(Q - PS+N)IUS+NI

Solving the PpA equiution for k' and substituting this into the PD equation yields

rONQ 1 (P'A) + AN tLS+N

or

aS+NQ-'(PID) ONQ 1 '(PFA) + AN MS+N -

Therefore,

Q' P0.9A 0 + N d
Q (i-- Q (PD)

where

PUS+N PN

ON1
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Now if it is assumed that the variances of the output density functions with signal plus
noise and noise only are approximately equal [8] then

d = [Q1'(PFA) - Q'1 (PD) U ,+N ON

In view of low-level or threshold signals this assumption is certainly not unreasonable.

Substituting the values for the means and variances in the expression for d yields

2 tW + 2E/N0 - 2 tW - EdN

This expression can be rewritten in terms of a number of related parameters:

d Q1 I(PhA) - (D)] Nor N WN '

where

No ratio of input carrier p wi.r to noise power

v ratio of predetection signal power to noise power.

In the equal-variance Gaussian approximation, the radiometer probability of detection and
probability of false alarm are uniquely related by the post-detection signal-to-noise ratio
S/N NftW or, equivalently, the ratio C/N 0 of input carrier power to noise density, once
the radiometer integration time t and bandwidth W are specified.

Solving for C/NO in the above expression results in

00 = d [Q-(PFA - Q-(PD)y

The equal-variance Gaussian assumption, therefore, provides a simple technique for deter.
mining the input C/N 0 required for a specified lisener PD and PFA. Vaiues of d have 9been calculated for a wide range of PD and PFA and are given in Fig. 14.

Unfortunately, whenever the time-bandwidth product of the radiometer is near unity
there is a significant difference between C/N o as determined under the Gaussian assump-
tion and the actual C/No, as predicted by the accurate chi-square statistics. A correction
factor t? may be defined as follows:

F(X2 , Pn, PFA, t, W) F(X 2, PD, PA, t, W)

G(Gaussian, PD,PFA, t, W) d

22
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Fig. 14-Radiometer probability of detection PI1 and probability of falsae alarm Pr V
parameter d IQ -~A)~ Q(P)
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where F(X2 , PD, pFA, t, W) is the C/N 0 predicted by the accurate chi-square statistics for
the specified ID, PFA't, and W, and 0 (Gaussian, PD PFA, t,'W) is the value predicted by
the equal-variance Gausian approximation. 'Values-of i? have been plotted in Figs. 15a
through 15j for a wide range of PD, PF, and tW. The figures indicate that the error in
the Gaussian assumption (a) increases with decreasing PFA , (b) decreases with. decreasing
PD, and (c) decreases rather quickly with increasing tW For values of tW in excess of
about 100, the Gaussian approximation is quite accurate.

The required Input C/N 0 can now be written accurately, in terms of the Gaussian
approximation andn, as

= '/W fl[ 1 (PrA) - Q-1 (PD)]

Optimum Hop Detector

waveform is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 16. This receiver was derived for a con-

tinuous waveform consisting of hops with no pseudonoise spreading. In other words, the
tW product of the individual hops is equal to one. The optimum detector consists of a
bank of energy detectors, one for each of the N possible hop channels, matched In time
and frequency to the individual hops. The receiver takes the square root of each radiom.
eter output*, forms the modified Bessel function, sums the outputs of the N channels,
and finally forms the product over M hops. This product is then compared to the thresh-
old Q. Ur fortunately, the output statistios of the optimum hop detector have not been
determined analytically. Peterson has shown that the performance of the receiver in
terms of the previously defined parameter d can be obtained as follows:

d2 M In1 .+ 0

or

I0 (\iLO) = 1 + N[e(d/M) - 1]

where EH is the integrated signal energy per hop. It must be remembered that d is useful
only when the output statistics are equal-variance Gaussian density functions. Although
this does not appear to be true with the receiver configuration of Fig. 16, the detector
output can be reconfigured so that this assumption is very well satisfied as the number
of channels N becomes large.

The roceiver in Fig. 16 is very complex, and its performance is based on a Gaussian
assumption valid only as N becomes large. Therefore, the Filter Bank Combiner, aIp
*Remember that this yields the same statisticz as the optimum hop detector of Fig. 6, and the radiometer

and squareroot runction could he replaced by the Fig. 6 receiver,

24
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suboptimum version for which output statistics can be accurately calculated, will be con-
sidered. throughout the remainder of the discussion.

Filter Bank. Comb*,er

'This technique is described in Ref. 9. A block diagram .of the filti.' bank- combiner
is shown in Fig. 17. Like the optimum detector, this receiver consists of a bank of energy
detectors, one centered at each of the N possible hop frequencies, with integration times
matched to pulse duration tp and bandwidths to pulse bandwidth Wp. Now, however,
after each integration interval, a decision is made in each channel as to whether a pulse
was detected. These decisions are then logically OR'd, summed over the number of hop1
intervals M, and finally compared to a threchold R. If the sum exceeds this final threshold,

a detection is announced.

Asuming that the receiver is alined in time with the hops and observes for a dura-
tion t, the average carrier power-to-noise density ratio required at the input to the filter: ~bank combiner is

NO:I = H Q-'(PFAI) - '(PDI :
l'it Orequired rtPN0 Hop Detector =:

where

a = duty cycle

PFAI = probability of false alarm for an individual channel

PDI = probability of detection for an individual channel

dH = Q-1 (PpAj) - Q1 (PDm). The subscript H denotes d relative to the individual
channel probabilities

i = correction factor for Gaussian statistics. The subscript H denotes the cor-i faction for the hop detector.

This equation is merely the corrected Gaussian approximation for the energy detector

model previously discussed To compare the perfoniance of the filter bank combiner
with that of the wideband radiometer. observing the same total spread bandwidth W, for
the same time duration t, both detectors must have the same overall probabilities of detec-
tion and false alarm. For the filter bank combiner the following relationships between
PD, PD, PFA, and PFAI hold:

DII
DI.1-2 ~ PID,-
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IA D2 \ N] ]r D-

PFA 1- 0 'JP I tI PA

where

Di number of opportunities to detect an individual pulse per message

= -number of pulses per menage actually transmitted

D2 total numdber of parallel decisions per. message
= total number of opportunities for a false alarm per message interval

-t/tp

W = total observed spread bandwidth

-W - bandwidth of a transmitted pulse

NV u number of possible channels to which the carrier may be hopped

W W/W

PD =i probability of detecting the message with a wideband radiometer

PFA probability of false alarm for a wideband radiometer

R hop detector decision threshold

S("')r D,/J,(D- J),.

This expression for PD ignores the unlikely event of a false alarm occurring during the
1., observation interval, thereby aiding detection. For a given PD and PFA, three variables,

PDI, PAI, and R, must be determined under the constraint that the ratio of carrier power
to noise density required at the input to the hop detector be minimum. This is not sim-
ple, because all the system parameters are variables (t, tp, W, WH). This optimization must
be performed by computer, has been calculated for a large category of system parameters
(bee Appendix A). It in interesting to note that optimum threshold R is generally between
5 and 25, atid is not 1, as might be expected.

Detectability Scenario and Quality Factors

Detectability Scenario

The preceding sections have described the interceptor detector models to be used in
the ensuing discussion-the wideband radiometer (energy detector) and the filter bank
combiner. Techniques were developed for determining the .aceiver operating characteristic
(relationship of PD and PpA) as a function of the receiver post-detection signal-to-noise
ratio (8/N)V1. This in turn was defined in terms of input C/No, as (C/N 0)VtM. The
complete detection scenario can now be treated by determining the uplink C/N 0 present

38
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at the input to the listener's receiver as a function of the C/N0 requixod for relible con.
munication between the transmitter and the intended receiver.

For a processing repeatet or simple lifte-of-ight link, with no interference,' the re-
quired C/N0 is determined by tho modulation alone:

where l'u is, the required communicator's C/N0 , Me is the margin communicationr~equired
to assure reliable communications in the face of uncertainties such as equipmuent'perform.
ance and propagationi conditionls, PD is the infortnation 'data, rate, a9d Rb/NO is the ratio
of bit en~ergy to noise densit required by the particular modulation scheme,

The power radiated by the transmitter terminal Is

ruhT
P2 GrLjGR'

and the C/N0 at the interceptor is

PTGT(L)LU(L)OLR
rL k TL

where

rL = C/N0 at the input to the listener's receiver

PT-transmitted power of terminal
GT a transmitting antenna gain of terminal

LU uplink path loss

0R gain of receive antenna
hs Boltzmann's constant

TR - receiving system noise temperature

GT(L) - gain of the transmitting antenna In the direction of the listener
LU(L) = path loss to the listener

G0LR -gain of listener's antenna

TL -listener's receiving system temperature.

If PT and ru are eliminated from the expression for rL' the C/N0 available to the listener

is

GT(L) LLT(L) GLR TR Rb

it ____ __________ ______ __ ___ ___ __ ___
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gAe amessage quality factor (QM)' based on'.thei performance of "the energy detector, to
nowdei~~, ~ t~ms.Qf. irnput ,C/N0 .the litne' p~tdtcIon'sialtnserto

nodefl~ned, sIgnalt-nis li 'p ~ lt ieratio (cevroeaigur)d,.efndb hGusispto th~~~ enenery detetrs efrmne h yt the wi "bAdtcabe

Suppos the communications system desig:e : as f re n loal isee ot

tics)T Thees e ynoptic detectability criteria will then become

GT(L) LU(L) GLR TR M 1 E L >d
0OT LU 9R TZI rJ) W

The first set of brackets contains terms whose values vary widely with geometry and equip-
Mont, while the terms. In the second set depend only on the modulation scheme and the

fid information data rate,

Rearranging the syn,,ptic detectability equation yields the following criteria: the
signal is detectable if

[%)(L) Lu(L) 0 LR TR E f

Scenario-dependent factor Detectability

'rhe reciprocal of the modulation-dependent group is now a multiplier on the original1..
detectability threshold and therefore is a convenient measure of the modulation technique's

t: conributon tocovertness. The larger this number, the greater the threshold that the ls
tenor must exceed to detect the signal. The quantity is defined as modulation quality
factor Qm, such that

This quantity permits comparison of modulation schemes without considering scenaric
factors. Subscript M denotes that the interceptor model is an energy detector observing
the entire modulation spread-spectrum bandwidth WM and integrating over message dura-
tion tin. The subscript will distinguish message quality factor QM from hop quality factor
Qfi, based on a filter bank combiner throat. It is reasonable to assume that the product

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4_
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of message time and bandwidth (t. WM) will be larg enough that iM Will be unity. The
msaequality factor definition now becomes

141
Rb m

rDN WI

Hp: Rqaiy, Factor . ,

T'he quality factor defined, in the previous section Is a mneasure of the 6ove'teso
modulation scheme against interception by a energydetector. To ensuf4' that an int :Vceptor does not gain sri advantage by using the more sophisticated, filter bank 66;nbineri, P
it is necessary to develop a hop, quality factor QRH thtwlrovide a theas'ure of the mi'd.
ulation vulnerability to such a threat. A waveform designer need only ensure that the
message quality factor QM (against an energy detector) equals the-hop qual. y fato
(aainst a filter bank combiner) to have balan~ced d~t~Ctabflity,

To, develo~p Q11 it is. convertient'to compare the ratio of average carrier power to
noise densiy C/ 0  eurdb h itrbn ombie to. that required by the energy,
detector for equal probabilities of detection and false alarm,' Then QHj is 40ftneO so that

_ WM
required for ??M 4M (

QM No energy detector

required for wHHI-
f' ilter bank VHd
combiner r1P

or

,H tP djM
rD No W

In summary, two quality factors, Qj 'and QH, have been defined. The first is a
measure of the covertness of a modulation technique based on observing the message as
a whole. The second is based on observing the message with a near optimum receiver that
exploits the hop characteristics of the waveform. In both cases it is assumed thalit the Inter-

(I .ceptor Is alined in time and bandwidth -Nith the transmitted message. Again,

QM-
rD No /WM

and

41
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IV.. COVERTNIESS: A PARAMETIV ANALY0SS..
,It is now- possible to discuss the effects on covertness of waveform design piAamiters., .

This will be accomplished by first discussing the effocts of 'the vayeforrn parameters on
quality factors 'QM and 0,H r~ega esi of signal processing loses Oc ti sdoe h

combined -effects of meoduation pa iees and implementation losses encounteredt in the
actu~l demq o~ln process can "aeadesd,'

Quality Factors and Wavefor~n.Paraters

To facilitate discussion of the effects of waveform parameters on quality factors, re-
gardless of processing losses, itis convenient to normalize QM and Q#with respect to
rDEb INO. Processing losses affect the required transhiltted carrier power and are reflected
In the value Of Eb INO actually required. If quality factors are normalized, covertness
trends can be discussed independently of required transmitted power. The normalized
quality factors are defined as follows:

Eb 1

b c [ r7HdR

Clearly, Q increases as the square root of the spread bandwidth and decreases as
the square root of the message duration. Unfortunately, QH1 is riot so easily analyzed.
Multiplying factor i1lqdH/dM is a complicated function of all the system parameters, in-
eluding the interceptor's probability of detection and probability of false alarm. It is
necessary, therefore, to determine the effects of these parameters on Q,. For a wide
range of parameters, plots of the normalized quality factor, based on the optimum-
threshold filter bank combiner are shown in Figs. 18a through 18h. In each figure, a
family of curves is plotted, one for each value of pulse duration tp, as a function of pulse
bndweisth. Th coregion tont Intrneich pue badithon apoitel equal toop thred
bndweith Wti Thresbgngpontanintfrnech ure badith poxiatel hich noo tpred
reciprocal of pulse duration tp.

It is interesting to note that for fixed values of ci, tp, and Wp there is no significant
change in Q , over an appreciable variation in the other parameters, In other words, the
total spread bandwidth, message duration, probability of detection, and probability of

___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ _ _ __42_
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false alarm do not appreciably.alter QH. To give some 'feeling for the effect of each param-
,eter, a typical curve (Fig. 18a,t - 10-8) has been replotted in 01. 19a through 19e. Iin
each figure; the curve is plotted for several values of a single parameter while all other pa-
rameters are held constant. In every case except variations in a, Q' Varies no more than
about 2 dB. 1t is assumed that waveform parameters affect Q~r independently, Clearly,
this to questionable., For now, however, the assumption will be nMade. The way it is used
and the error involved will be discussed later.

The single most important result is that the shape of the Q bcurve does not change
sifnificantly over wide ranges of parameter values. This means that the relative change in
Qy is nearly an invariant function c pulse duration and pulse bandwidth. Varying any
ot all of the other parameters only- hifts the' curves up or down by a fixed amount, In
light of the invaiiant dependence on tp and W,, and because of the large variance in Q/'.
with respect to oi, it is interesting to determine, somewhat empirically, the form of 'this
relationship. This can be done by "fitting" an approximation to the curves of Figs. 18a
through 18h, as a function of ., tp, and Wp. Here, as described, variations due to all
parameters are considered independent. An approximation will be developed and its
validity will be nalyzed to either verify or dismiss this assumption. The dependence of
. is nearly linear with the logarithm of Wp. The starting point of each curve is also
very nearly a linear function of the logarithm of tp and Wp. Variation of Qi, as a func-
tion of a (Fig. 20), is also linear with the logarithm. These linear approximations with
the logarithm of the parameters corTespond to variations of powers of the parameters
themselves.

The curve fitting yields the following general form for Q',:

Q, C(tm,PDPFA, WM)Q0' 8 5

t
WO,87

where C(tm, PD, PpA, WM) is the correction factor for Q' as a function of the indicated
paiameters. Because each of these has a small effect on the value of QH, a nominal value
that provides a reasonable approximation to the family of curves is selected. Seveal
values are examined, and a value of 5 is selected as a good minimization of overall error.
The approximate normalized qual!.ty factor now becomes

, . I50t o.8 5
QR t0.47 MOM3

,i i P "P

The accuracy of this expression is showm by the dotted linear curves ini Figs. 18a through
18h. Even in the rather extreme casei of PD - 0.99 and PFA - 10-8, the approximation
io stili, within about 3 d0 of the actual values, Elsewhere it is considerably more accurate.
The purpose of quality factor QH is to ensure that an interceptor does not, by using the
filter bank combiner rft *or than a wideband radiometer, gain enough of an advantage in
detectability to induce him to build a gnerally more costly and complicated receiver.
Therefore, it is only necessary that QU reflect this advantage to within a few dB. With
this in mind, the approximation to QH,

i ' 51
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S theorgin assumption of parameter indepencence he$ been
mitigated.

BoyortneOs the nest Choice

The tools have now been developed to allow comparison of overall oovertnes, Basic
signal processig ehniques and their associated losses have been discused, Their impact
on covertneu oan be eassed through the quality factors. "The combined effects on coy.ertness of the choice of waveform parameters and the asoolated procetsing will now be
considered, Figure 21 depicts a hierarchy of techniques that can be used in a frequency-
hopped modulation scheme. The basic flow upward indicates techniques from which im.
provement may be derived. Each of these techniques will now be treated, and the cot-
responding deficiencies and benefits will be described. The progression of a numerical
model will be carried through Fig. 21, which will provide some feel for the magitude of
the parameters involved. Parameters for the initial model are as follows:

modulation - binary F SK

rD - 76 bits/s 1%
~t m a 4o8 !

, ! WM a rD),!

Rb/No - 10.9 dB at a 10"3-bit error rate
Nb - number of bits (Nb - 300)

QM - -23.8 dB.

Parameter Nb was chosen as a reasonable value for a communicator serious about covert-
ness, It will become clear that it is the number of information bits to be transmitted that
ultimately determines the maximum achievable covertness of the menage. It should be I
remembered that QH Is based on an approximation to the filter bank combiner perform-
ante relative to the wideband radiometer, good to within approximately 8 dB. The
numbers in the numerical example will also suffer from the same error.

Ii Pure Frequency Hfopping

At the bottom of Fig. 21 is a basic message using a simple modulation, as in the nu-
merical model. Covertness is improved by moving up to the next technique In the figure.

Noncoherent frequency hopping is used to increase WM and improve QM. A significant
increase in covertness can be obtained over the basic message by hopping the carrier over
the larger bandwidth. To maximize the contribution of WM a total spread bandwidth of
2 X 109 Hz is used in the numerical example. This increases QM by 5 log (WMIPD), or
37 dB. This is a significant improvement. For a modulation technique that uses no hop
spreading or pulsed transmission, the following relations hold:
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N 0 P

Equalizing QM and QHq gives

QM
rD M O

or

This corresponds to a frequency-hopping rate of approximately 1/t,. For the numerical
example,

(H ~ 1 20,000 hops/a,

The equalization of QM and QH is independent of rDEb/NO, because this parameter
affectqi both quality factors identically, Now examine the effects of the frequency-hopping
rate on rDEb IN0. For the numerical example a transmitted FSK symbol represents one
data bit. Therefore

where ts is the transmitted symbol duration, If the frequency hopping rate is f~j, then
NH hops must be combined noncoherently to recover the energy required to detect the
bit, where4

N11  f1 tS fR/rD.

I I Far the example,

Nil (20,000)(1/75) 266 hops.

An examination of the noncoherent combining loss curves Indicates that for the required
post-detection signal-to-noise ratio (Eb/No) of 10.9 dB, the loss encountered Is

NCL1266 $' 8.3 dB.I

H________0
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Now Q M and QH have been equalized, but in the process the original 37.dB g&in in QM
due to WM has been reduced by 8.3 dB. This is discouraging. QM can be increased by
reducing the frequency-hopping rate, but this will result in a decrease in Q11. If the hop
rate is increased to increase Qq, the noncoherent combining losses also increase, thus re.
ducing QM. If this effect is taken into consideration for a pure frequency-hopped modu.
lation, in the limiting case, the NCL changes as VW_ or, equivalently, VT, and the fo
lowing relationship holds:

08405

Because Q1 increases as fH1.84 while decreasing as the NCL the net result is

Q2 0o34
QH~

With pure frequency hopping, the full advantage of the bandwidth spreading cannot
be achieved while maintaining a balanced system,

Another approach is to increase the data rate, thereby reducing the transmission time
for a given number of data bits. Examination of the expression for QM indicates that

while at the same time

t 1

MM

The NCL is approximately proportional to 1/V . Any increase in rD, then, will be
directly offset by decreases in tm and the NCL, resulting in no net change in QM. (That
is, the decrease in QM caused by increasing transmitter power is very nearly offset by the
combined effects of the decreases in noncoherent combining loss and message transmission
time.) At the same time, however, Q1 has decreased proportionally to /r, and the
system is no longer balanced, A balanced system can be regained by increasing the hopping
rate to give lower values of QM and QH than in the former balanced state.

Pulsed Transmission

Since the capabilities of pure frequency hopping have been examined and found
wanting, the technique of pulsed transmission is examined. A scheme may be envisioned
whereby a pure.freq uency-hopped waveform could be balanced by adjusting the hop rate
so that QM and QH are equal and then pulsing each transmitted hop so that more carrier
power is transmitted for a shorter interval. If this pulsing corresponds to a duty cycle u,
then

QH 0 85

and in the pure.frequency-hop caseL___61
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QH cc 1/°84

Thus, a decrease in tp, which is identically equal to the duty cycle, will almost exactly
offset the increase in power that must be"transmitted per pulse. Equivalently, an increase
in tronsmitted power is offset by the expanded pulse bandwidth.

Suppose the pulse, or hop, bandwidth were constrained, for example, by a fixed-rate
PN sequence. Then, because

a6 0,8 5 WP0 '37

QH r= 1

and tp varies directly as the duty cycle, Qh not only increases as a0.-8 but at the same
time decreases as tO T47 (or aO.47), There will be a net decrease in QH approximately equal
to a0,38. The overall message covertness is essentially the same in both cases. Thus, for

A pure frequency hopping, or frequency hopping in which there is a pulse bandwidth con-
straint, pulsing the transmitted power achieves nothing and can in fact decrease overall
covertness.

Pseudonoise Hop Spreading

The next technique to be examined in Fig. 21 is pseudonoise hop bandwidth spread-
ing. With this technique, the energy transmitted in a single pulse can be spread over a
larger bandwidth than that of the basic pulse. This is directly analogous to spreading the
transmitted message power over a lgrge bandwidth. Since

the covertness of the waveform against a filter bank combiner can be increased by increasing
Wp, and there is essentially no change in message covertness other than the impact of pseudo-
noise sequence on synchronization time, A very fast sequence, corresponding to a high clock
rate, requires very accurate time synchronization, and this can be troublesome if care is not i
taken to use a scheme that yields the required accuracy.

The most important aspect of the pseudonoise hop spreading is that it can be used to
adjust Q11 without affecting QM. This is a useful quality, because it allows correction of
one of the main flaws of the pure-frequency-hopping technique, the increase in nonce-
herent combining losses when QM and Q1 are balanced. By use of PN spreading, QM
and Q1 can be equalized at a much lower hop rate than would otherwise be required.
The balance will occur when

Ba 0 .8 5 w 0'3 7
1 _i

Eb  t/ D ,47
rD "NorD N WMP

or

___ __ __ 62________ ___________r_ _______...._____ _________ __________,____________ _____
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008 W0,37 (WM\ 0 6

: P0 0.2

The hop rate can be decreased, thus increasing tp and decreasing QH, but this may be

offset by increasing PN spreading Wp. Also, if pulsed transmission is used, Wp may be
increased to offset the degradation due to decreased duty cycle, as previously discussed.

In the numerical example, let the frequency hopping rate be 1,000 hops/s instead of
the 20,000 hops/s required to balance QM and QH with no hop spreading, Now the re-
quired Wp would be about 1.1 MHz. Through pseudonoise hop bandwidth spreading,
'hen, a reduction in required hopping rate is possible. This allows a decrease in nonco-
wrent combining losses by approximately the square root of the frequency reduction, be.
cause there will be that many fewer hops to combine per symbol. However, if such an

r ipproach is taken, yet another processing loss takes its toll-the frequency offset, or
oppler loss. Recall that the loss LD in signal power due to a frequency offset is given by

rsin 7 Af tiLD - rf

where

Af frequency offset

t = integration time.

For the case at hand, the integration time i equal to the pulse duration. If continuous
wave (CW) or nonpulsed (a = 1) transmission is used, integration time corresponds to the
reciprocal of the hop rate. Therefore, the slower the hop rate, the greater the sensitivity
to frequency offset. For the numerical example, at a frequency hop rate of 1,000 hops/s,
a frequency offset of 500 Hz causes a loss LD of about 4 dB. Clearly then, to extract
the maximum benefit from the CW waveform, slow frequency hopping* must be used,
PN hop spreading must be used to equalize QM and QH, and some form of doppler or
frequency tracking is necessary to reduce frequency offset losses, Widening the IF band.
width, another approach to minimizing the frequency offset loss, was discussed in a
previous section. However, it rarely saves more than a few devibels over thc many that
may be lost.

Now consider a pulsed waveform. A scheme can be envisioned for which the

frequency-hopping rate is adjusted so that QM and QU are equal (fast hopping), but to
reduce the noncoherent combining losses, the total number of pulses (hops) per symbol
is not transmitted. Instead only a fraction a is actually sent. This will indeed reduce ihe
noncoherent combining losses and increase QM and Q11 , but QH will incur an additional
loss due to the increased transmitted power per hop, This loss can, in turn, be offset by
PN hop spreading. Therefore QM and QH can be equalized at a relatively high level. It
is interesting to note that the shortened pulse durations are much less sensitive to frequency
offset than the longer CW, slow-hop pulses and that significant covertness can be achieved

*Slow frequency hopping Is defined here as any hop rate signlflcantly less than the rate at which QvI and
Q11 are equal In a pure frequency-hop waveform.
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without frequency or doppler tracking. Also, pulsed waveforms have an Irherent advan.
tage in synchronization time, relative to CW waveforms, due to the higher transmitted

0power per pulse.

At. this point covertness hasbeen maximized relative to waveforra parameters. Either,

a combination of slow frequency hopping with PN hop spreading, and probably doppler

tracking, or a combination of fast-hop, pulsed transmission with PN hop spreading can be
used. %The only remaining way to increase covertness is to use an efficient modulation,
thereby reducing requjred trmaimitted power, High-order M-ary modulations provide the
desired'4fficiency and may be implemented in either a pulsed (TSK) or CW format (FSK,
CSK), oth of these. techniques are displayed at the top of Fig, 21 as viable candidates
for an optimal design, It is, interesting to note that for a given frequency-hopping rate
and alphbet size M, the TSK QM will always be hpproximately %/M greater than the CW
waveforip"QM. This is because for the CW waveform, as M increases, symbol duration and
noncoherent combining losses both increase. For the TSK waveform, as M increases, ncn-

,for both CW and TSK modulations, Increasing M yields the same potential improvement In

efficiency, 'but the improvement in the former case is reduce( .. ' about Vm, due to in-
creased noncoherent combining loss. With respect to QH, ex '  tha opposite occurs.
For the CW waveform, QH increases exactly as QM due to the net reduction in required
transmitted power, but the TSK QH is now penalized by the decreasing duty cycle a.
-Since,

the loss In QH Is approxivnately (1/M) 0 8' . However, the TSK modulation is approximately \
V'Kmore efficient than the CW waveform, so that the net result is a pulsed QM that is
approximately (M) 0,35 less than the CW QM, These differences, of course, would be com-
pensated for by slow hopping with PN spreading In the CW case, and fast hopping with
PN spreading in the TSK case.

V. CONCLUSION

The parametric analysis has revealed two candidates for a low-probabIlity-of-Intercept
modulation scheme: fast-hop M-ery time shift key, and slow-hop CW.* Final selection
depends on other system design considerations, such as equipment complexity, cost, syn-
chronization time, synchronization implementation complexity, and jam resistance. With-
out a specific design at hand, it is difficult to compare and trade off all these considera-
tior.s, but a few general comments will be helpful.

*CW here indicates a larger class of modulation schemes than would be Indicated by M.ary FSK or M-ary
CSK. If the frequency-hop rate Is reduced to a small fraction of the bit duration, then modulation tech-
niques such as phase shift keying may be used, The ensulng comments are directly applicable to this clam
of modulations as well.
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First consider synchronization. A pulsAd waveform is inherently easier to synchronize
than a CW waveform because of the high peak power pey. pulse. The general approach to
time synchronization is to dwell on a particular time hypothesis and integrate the post-
detection signal power until the post-detection signal-to-noise ratio is large enough to
allow an accurate decision. In a frequency-hopped waveform thiW is directly applicable to
determining the number of hops that must be accumulated. Obviously, then, if 'the wave.
form iu pulsed, each transmitted hop will have a higher peak power, and fewer hops will
be necessary for achieving the same post-detection signal-to-noise ratio than if a CW wave.

f form is used. This is not to say that a CW waveform qannot be synchronized. as quiokly
as a TSK waveform, but it does imply that more sophisticated methods may be required.

In jam resistance, the TSK waveform again has a few advantages, mainly with respect
to repeat-back and frequency-following jammers. A slow.hop modulation allows a
frequency-following jammer much more time to sweep and locate the transmit frequency.
For a CSK modulation, the only resistance to a jammert who knows the transmit hop fre-
quency lies in the procesuing gain. associated with the pseudonoise spreading of each hop.
The FSX modulation can be made invulnerable to a frequency-following jammer if the
symbol frequencies are independently generated. This requires an essentially independent
receiver fo each symbol frequency (a somewhat costly option). The TSK ,iodulation is
virtually invulnerable to a frequency-following jammer in the data mode, bcause the jam-
mer has no way of knowing the transmit frequency of any time slot other than the one
actually transmitted. If this slot is jammed, it can only help the receiver, since energy
detection is used for demodulation. In the synthronization mode all waveforms have
inherently the same vulnerability, and care must be taken.

Finally, an important consideration affecting system hardwarl complexity Is the
sensitivity of the modulation scheme to frequency offsets, or doppler effects. The TSK
modulation, because of its shor. pulse duration, is ielatively insensitive to doppler shifting,
and substantial covertness may be obtained without active doppler tracking.* The CW
waveform, if it is to achieve its full potential, requires some form of active tracking.

Clearly, serious concern must be given to the governing constraints on system design
before an optimum modulation technique Is selected.
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FILER)ANKCOMBINER; PERFORMANCE

A boc dagrm f he ilerbank comffbiner detector is shown in Fig. Al. The, to-
ceiver consists of0 bank of energy detec 66, oho'centered at each of the N psgible 'fre. J
quency. chiannels, with integration times matched o pulse duration ti.. and bandwidths
inatch,-d to pulse bandwidth W.A dilsi~nn'ismade lih'each channel an thA upt

are logically "0 W'd,"I -summed over the number M cf frequerey hop lntervls, and fitialY
compared to a threshold k,,. If the sumn iqxbtids the threshold, adetettion Is aftnounded.
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The average ratio of carrier power to noise density require~d at the input to the filter.
bank, ombiher, assumi~ng that the receiver is lined in time with the hop initervals and0t
observesftor dtiton.t, is given as

N0required for Q ( ,)/3 ]
Hop Detector

where

q duty cycle

PVA!,. probability of false alarm for an Individual channel
PD01  probability of detection for an individual chainnel

Q17(PAI), Q Q(PD1 )

I? correction factor for Gaussian statistics.
'Phis equation is ba~led oki the Gaussian pei'formance model for a wideband radiometer,

corrected by i?H to yield accurate values. Overall probability of detection PD and prob-
ability of false alarm PpA, for the ohnorvatlon interval t, ate giveni by the following formulas:

PD I (DI)j(1 -. P 0 1 )DlJ

PFA -
FAI'j -P~)VD

where

D n n~aner of opportunities to detect an individual pulse per message
number of pulses per message actually transmitted

D2 =total number of parallel decisionB per message

toa E ube of ::: op:or:::::sfo a false alarmi per message Interval i
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WP =bandwidth of a transmitted pulse

PD = probability of detecting the message using a wideband radiometer

PpA .probability of false alarm for a wideband radiometer
k hop detector decision threshold

The expression for PD ignores the unlikely event of a false alarm occurring during the
observation interval when a message is actually present, thereby alding detection.

i", 'i Curves showing the required average input C/N0 are shown In Figs. A2 through ,7

for the simple k t 1 threshold, for a wide range of waveform parameters. Curves of
Figs. A8 through A15 show the required average C/N 0 for an optimized threshold k, for
the same range of parameters. The curves indicate that the difference between the k - 1
and optimized k thresholds ranges from a few tenths of a decibel to as much as 3 dB,
depending on the particular parameters.
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SYMBOLS

A carrier amplitude

B .noise bandwidth

C(...) correction factorC
N0  ratio of input carrier power to noisepower density

NOl

D, number of pulses per message actually transmitted,

. D 2  total number of parallel decisions per message

, ratio of signal energy to noise density
NO

re dn
ratio of bit energy to noise density P

i'!"i:_E$,_ ratio of symbol energy to noise density
EH

w, ratio of energy per hop to noise density

'F(..,.) predicted by accurate chi-square statistics

fH rate at which a carrier is switched or hopped

Af frequency offset

G (.".) 00 predicted by equal-variance Gaussian approximation

GLR gain of listener's antenna

4: gain of receive antenna I
OT transmi tting antenna gain of terminal

GT(L) gain of transmitting antenna In direction of listener

1()(.) modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero

k Boltzmann's constant

f LD frequency offset loss

L1  noncoherent combining loss

In natural logarithm

LU uplink path loss

LU(L) path loss to listener I
M total number of hope per message
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Mc reliable communications, margin

N total number of frequency cells to which a carrier can be switched
'N, in-phase noise

No  noise power spectral density

NQ quadrature noise

n(t) 'noise random process

Pb probability of bit error

,D probability of detection

PDI probability of detection for an individual channel

,PA probability of false alarm

SFA, probability of false alarm for an individual channel
Ps probability of symbol error

PT transmitter power

QH hop quality factor

QM message quality factor
rD data rate

S
- signal power to noise power ratio

8 (t) transmitted signal

So(t) output signal

SR (t) received signal
" t integration time

tm duration of a message

dwell time of a single hop

TL listener's receiving system temperature

' R receiving system noise temperature

Wp bandwidth occupied by a single hop

Ws total spread-spectrum bandwidth

a duty cycle

17 correction factor for Gaussian statistics

rL C at input to listener's receiver

0j phase of carrier frequency wi

wj carrier frequency transmitted during hop interval i
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